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Abstract
Melt ponds play an important role in the summer evolution of Arctic sea ice. Ponds reduce the
albedo of the surface, allowing for increased solar energy absorption and thus further melting of
snow and ice. Analyzing the spatial distribution and temporal evolution of melt ponds helps us
understand the sea ice processes that occur during the summer melt season. It has been shown
that the inclusion of melt pond parameters in sea ice models increases the skill of predicting the
summer sea ice minimum extent. Previous studies have used remote sensing imagery to
characterize surface features and calculate melt pond statistics. Here we use new observations of
melt ponds obtained by the Digital Mapping System (DMS) flown onboard NASA Operation
IceBridge (OIB) during two Arctic summer melt campaigns which surveyed thousands of
kilometers of sea ice and resulted in the collection of more than 45,000 images. We have
developed a pixel-based classification scheme by considering the different RGB spectral values
associated with each surface type. We identify four sea ice surface types: undeformed ice,
deformed ice, melt ponds, and open water. The classification scheme enables the calculation of
melt pond fraction and ice concentration. We evaluate the success of the methodology by
analyzing the classification results for a flight on 24 July, 2017 in the Lincoln Sea, north of
Greenland. We find that melt pond fraction ranged from 0 to 0.56 along the flight line and the
mean is 0.19. Ice concentration values ranged from 2 % to 100 %, with an average concentration
of 90.2 %. These values compare favorably with the AMSR2-derived ice concentration, although
this study demonstrates the limitations of low-resolution satellite-derived sea ice concentration.
Future work involves applying our methodology to the remainder of the DMS dataset to derive
high-resolution, Arctic-wide sea ice surface melt parameters, that may be used to improve melt
pond parameterizations in sea ice models.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Arctic Sea Ice
Arctic sea ice plays an important role in the Earth’s climate system: it controls heat
(Maykut 1978) and moisture (Screen and Simmonds 2010) fluxes between the atmosphere and
ocean, and reduces the amount of solar energy absorbed by the ocean (Curry et al. 1995). The
extent of sea ice, and intensity of heat and moisture flux in the Arctic, influence the strength of
the jet stream, affecting mid-latitude weather (Francis and Vavrus 2015). The formation of sea
ice results in an input of dense, saline water into the surface layer of the ocean that sinks through
the water column, driving the thermohaline circulation (Clark et al. 2002). In addition, sea ice
provides habitat for marine animal and biological activity (Osborne et al. 2018), and has socioeconomic importance as the extent of sea ice determines the navigability of the Arctic Ocean
(Perovich 2011).
The 40-year record of satellite observations of Arctic sea ice extent (Fetterer et al. 2017)
reveals a negative trend in every month for the time period 1979- 2018 with the most negative
trend observed in September (-14%), the month during which the sea ice reaches its annual
minimum extent (Osborne et al. 2018). There is also evidence that the rate of September sea ice
loss is accelerating (Comiso et al. 2008). Furthermore, the sea ice is transitioning from thick
multiyear ice to a predominantly younger (Comiso 2012), and thinner (Kwok and Rothrock
2009; Laxon et al. 2013) ice cover.

1.2 Melt Ponds on Sea Ice
Given the transformation underway in the Arctic, it is essential to understand the factors
driving the change in the ice cover so that we may better predict future conditions. During the
summer, melting of snow on sea ice results in the formation of melt ponds in the low-lying
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topography of the sea ice (Polashenski et al. 2012). The topographic relief of the sea ice surface
determines the spread of meltwater across the surface (Polashenski et al. 2012). For this reason,
melt ponds manifest differently on first year ice and multiyear ice, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. High resolution visible band airborne imagery of melt ponds (a) first year sea ice in the Beaufort Sea in
July, 2016 and (b) multiyear sea ice north of Ellesmere Island in July, 2017. Both images show melt ponds late in
the melt season: the first-year ice melt ponds have melted through the ice (a), while the multiyear ice ponds have
formed drainage channels (b).

First year ice, ice having only experienced one growth season (WMO 1970), is now the
most prominent ice type in the Arctic (Perovich et al., 2018) and is especially prevalent in the
peripheral seas, outlying the central Arctic Ocean Basin. First year ice has a low topographic
relief due to its short history of deformation, allowing snow to drift across level ice surfaces
unobstructed, resulting in a less variable snow distribution (Petrich et al. 2012; Webster et al.
2015). On thin, first year ice, the melt pond area increases throughout the season because the flat
topography allows for the melt ponds to expand horizontally (Grenfell and Perovich 2004). The
ability of ponds to grow laterally on first year ice can lead to the melt out of thin ice by the end
of the melt season (Fetterer and Untersteiner 1998) (Figure 1a).
Multiyear ice, defined here as ice that has survived at least one summer melt season and
includes second-year ice (WMO, 1970), is predominantly found in the Arctic Ocean Basin north
of Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago. It is deformed prior to the melt season from
collisions of sea ice floes forming pressure ridges which act as obstacles for drifting snow
7

(Eicken et al. 2004; Petrich et al. 2012) (Figure 1b). Compared with first year ice, the topography
of multiyear ice is undulating, thus limiting the lateral spread of melt ponds across the surface.
On multiyear ice, ponds are confined to low-lying areas in deep pools (Polashenski et al. 2012).
Following the peak areal coverage of melt ponds, melt water drains through drainage channels
and pores that develop in the ice, resulting in a decreasing pond area (Fetterer and Untersteiner
1998), a decrease that has been observed to be more significant on first year ice than on
multiyear ice (Polashenski et al. 2012).
Since melt ponds have a lower albedo than the surrounding sea ice, this allows for
additional heat uptake and further ice melting (a positive feedback, Curry et al. 1995). The melt
pond albedo depends on the depth of the pond and the thickness of the underlying ice (e.g., Lu et
al. 2018). Melt pond albedo for dark melt ponds typically found on thin first year ice is less than
0.2, and around 0.35 for light ponds found on multiyear ice (Perovich 2017). As the sea ice melts
away, the open ocean is exposed, replacing one of the highest albedo surfaces on Earth (snowcovered sea ice, albedo greater than 0.8) with one of the lowest albedo surfaces (open ocean,
albedo less than 0.1) (Perovich and Polashenski 2012; Perovich 2017). Melt ponds also increase
the transmission of light through the ice, allowing for blooms of under-ice phytoplankton (Arrigo
et al. 2012). In contrast with the surrounding frozen sea ice surface, melt ponds provide a source
of moisture to the atmosphere and intensify the surface turbulent momentum transfer (Boisvert et
al. 2013). Additionally, the appearance of melt ponds on the sea ice surface provide us with
information on the timing of summer melt, the amount and distribution of snow, and the
topography of the sea ice (Fetterer and Untersteiner 1998).
Melt ponds are difficult to measure for a number of reasons. The harsh Arctic
environment and dangerous ice conditions make an unfavorable situation for conducting largescale in situ studies. The prevalence of low-lying clouds in the Arctic, especially in the summer
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(Intrieri et al. 2002), can obstruct remote sensing measurements from space. In passive remote
sensing techniques, melt ponds and open water have similar infrared emissions (Fetterer and
Untersteiner 1998) so it is difficult to distinguish between ponded and open water. Perhaps the
most prohibitive characteristic for measuring melt ponds is their small size (on the order of 10
m2) (Perovich et al. 2002b), requiring high-resolution observations that resolve the individual
melt pond details. In situ studies can provide us with detailed information about the small-scale
features of summer sea ice. For example, the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean program
(SHEBA), was a drifting ice camp in the Beaufort Sea from October 1997 to October 1998 (Uttal
et al. 2002). It advanced the understanding of melt pond albedo (Perovich et al. 2002a), melt
pond fraction and size distribution (Perovich et al. 2002b) and improved modeling efforts (Curry
et al. 2001). However, in situ studies are limited in spatial and temporal extent.
Airborne and remote sensing offers the potential for Arctic-wide melt pond observations.
Previous studies have demonstrated the ability to extract sea ice melt pond parameters from
airborne (Tschudi et al. 2001; Miao et al. 2015; Wright and Polashenski 2018) and satellite
imagery (Rösel and Kaleschke 2011; Tschudi et al. 2008; Rösel et al. 2012; Markus et al. 2002;
Markus et al. 2003; Fetterer and Untersteiner 1998; Webster et al. 2015; Zege et al. 2015;
Istomina et al. 2015; Mäkynen et al. 2014). However, these studies were limited by both the
spatial resolution and aerial coverage of the observations. Some studies were limited to small
regions of the Arctic; Miao et al. (2015), Webster et al. (2015), Tschudi et al. (2001), and
Fetterer and Untersteiner (1998) were all limited to the Beaufort and Eastern Chukchi Seas.
Others were limited by low pixel resolution of the satellite data from the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) with 12.5 km resolution (e.g. Rösel and Kaleschke 2011;
Tschudi et al. 2008; Rösel et al. 2012), Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer with1 km
resolution (e.g., Zege et al. 2015; Istomina et al. 2015), ENVISAT wide-swath mode synthetic
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aperture radar images (WSM SAR) with 120 m resolution (Mäkynen et al. 2014), and Landsat
Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+) images with 30 m resolution ( e.g. Markus et al. 2002;
Markus et al. 2003). Due to the pervasive cloud cover in the Arctic in the summer, much of the
data must be discarded in satellite data analysis. Some studies found the availability of useable
data was minimal (e.g., Rösel and Kaleschke 2011). Because of these limitations, gaps remain in
our knowledge of melt pond areal coverage, size, and distribution at an Arctic-wide level.

1.3 Classification of Sea Ice Surface Features in High-Resolution Imagery
It is essential to study melt pond properties and processes in order to represent them in
climate models and understand their role in summer sea ice evolution. It has been shown that sea
ice models are very sensitive to melt pond inclusion (Flocco et al. 2010), and that the inclusion
of melt ponds improves sea ice models, resulting in better predictions of the end of melt season
ice extent (by 13%) and ice volume (by 40%) (Flocco et al. 2012), and spring melt pond area can
be used to predict the summer minimum extent (Schröder et al. 20014). Currently, a common
method of incorporating melt ponds into sea ice models is by simply decreasing the overall sea
ice albedo in the summer months (Hunke et al. 2010). However, this does not take into account
the regional ice type and topography, or the natural variability of melt pond areal fraction and
range of albedos (Flocco et al. 2012). This motivates our work to investigate the features of melt
ponds on sea ice using remote sensing, so as to improve our understanding of summer sea ice
melt processes and melt pond properties. Ultimately, these new observations may be
incorporated into sea ice models to further improve predictive capabilities.
In this study we use new observations of melt ponds on Arctic sea ice, obtained during
the NASA Operation IceBridge (OIB) airborne missions conducted in two summer melt seasons.
A total of eleven sea ice surveys were flown, during which data were collected over a total of
approximately nine thousand kilometers, resulting in more than 45,000 images of sea ice
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undergoing melt (Dominguez 2010). One campaign was conducted from July 16 - 21, 2016, and
surveyed sea ice in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas. A second campaign was conducted from July
17 - 25, 2017, and surveyed ice in the Lincoln Sea and the Arctic Ocean north of Greenland and
Canada. We utilize the high-resolution imagery collected by the Digital Mapping System (DMS)
flown onboard OIB and develop a pixel-based classification scheme to identify four sea ice
surface types: undeformed ice, deformed ice, open water, and melt ponds. This study acts to test
the feasibility of a classification algorithm for high-resolution sea ice imagery. We examine a
case study in the Lincoln Sea on July 24, 2017 and analyze the derived melt pond fraction and
ice concentration parameters. We plan to expand this work to the entire dataset and work to fill
the gaps in our knowledge of small-scale melt season processes by providing high resolution
observations of melt ponds across a large region of the Arctic.
Chapter 2 describes the DMS dataset used for sea ice surface classification. Chapter 3
describes the data quality control process, the classification algorithm methodology, and the
calculations of melt pond parameters. Chapter 4 is a presentation and discussion of the findings
and puts the results into context of existing studies. We also discuss the uncertainties and errors
of the data and algorithm in this chapter. The conclusions and ideas for future work are detailed
in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2: Data
2.1 NASA Operation IceBridge
The Operation IceBridge mission was designed to fill the data gap between ICESat
(decommissioned in 2009) and ICESat-2 (launched in 2018) satellites by collecting detailed
surface measurements in the Arctic and Antarctic (Koenig et al. 2010). For the Arctic summer
flights of 2016 and 2017 (Figure 2), the NASA 524 HU-25C Guardian, operated at a nominal
flight altitude of ~460 m, and was equipped with a suite of instruments (Koenig et al. 2010).
Instruments included a snow radar (Panzer et al. 2013), laser altimeter (Krabill et al. 2002), and a
digital camera (Dominguez 2010), with positioning capabilities. The coincident datasets
collected during this mission allow for a comprehensive investigation of summer sea ice melt
processes and properties. The OIB melt campaigns were conducted in different regions of the
Arctic exploring distinct ice regimes. A comparison of the two campaigns is detailed in Table 1.

Figure 2. Operation IceBridge Arctic summer flight paths. a) The Arctic summer flights based from Utiqiagvik
(Barrow), Alaska and Thule, Greenland. b) The 2016 Arctic summer flights based from Utqiagvik, Alaska over the
Beaufort and Chukchi Seas. c) The 2017 Arctic summer flights based from Thule, Greenland over the Lincoln Sea
and Arctic Ocean, north of Ellesmere Island.
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Table 1. Summary of DMS image data collection during OIB Arctic Summer campaigns

Dates
Base airport
Location of data
collection
# of sea ice flights
# of images
collected
Total area
photographed
Ice type
(Haas 2017)
Mean winter sea
ice thickness
(Haas 2017)

Arctic Summer Melt 2016

Arctic Summer Melt 2017

13-21 July 2016
Utqiagvik (Barrow), Alaska

17-25 July 2017
Thule, Greenland

Chukchi Sea & Beaufort
Sea

Arctic Ocean & Lincoln Sea

5

6

20,559

25,610

~ 2350 km2

~ 2950 km2

First year and mixed

Multiyear

1-2.5 m

3-6 m

The OIB 2016 campaign includes overflights of moorings, two CryoSat-2 underflights,
and specific excursions to measure multiyear ice and first year ice and to test the range limit of
the aircraft. The OIB 2017 campaign includes a flight to measure the thickness of the ice and
ridge heights, and an attempted repeat track of this flight one week later to study changes. Other
flights were designed to overfly areas flown during the OIB Arctic spring 2017 campaign, and to
measure ice advected from the spring CryoVEx mission. (Studinger et al. 2011). The 2017
campaign was flown over the thickest and oldest ice in the Arctic, to the north of Canada and
Greenland, where the Transpolar Drift pushes ice against the coast causing dynamic thickening
(Haas 2017). The 2016 campaign measures ice in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas where the
magnitude of convergence against the coast is not as great, and much of the ice does not survive
the summer melt season, resulting a thinner and younger ice cover.
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2.1.1 Digital Mapping System
This study utilizes the IceBridge DMS L1B Geolocated and Orthorectified Images (Dominguez
2010). The Digital Mapping System (DMS) captured images every 5 seconds. At the nominal
flight altitude, each image covers a surface area of ~ 575 m x ~ 400 m. Each DMS image
comprises a geotiff array with a black border surrounding the surface pixels. Each pixel within
the image has a resolution of 0.1m and an associated red, green, and blue channel value (RGB
data) (Dominguez 2010). The corrected Position and Attitude Data (PAD) collected by the
Applanix 510 POS AV system flown with the DMS provides aircraft parameters that have been
used to apply orthorectification and geolocation to all of the DMS images (Dominguez 2010).
The DMS data are available in jpeg and geotiff formats. We use the jpeg compressed files for
quick views of images for quality control and flagging of the corresponding full resolution
geotiffs. The geolocated and orthorectified level-1B (IODMS1B) DMS geotiff data are used in
the feature classification steps. Previously, DMS data have been used for lead detection (Farrell
et al. 2011; Onana et al. 2012), pressure ridge sail height measurements (Duncan et al. 2018),
characterization of sea ice surface morphology (Newman et al. 2014), and roughness (Webster et
al. 2015). Here, we take advantage of the high-resolution DMS images to classify sea ice surface
types including small scale features such as melt ponds and deformed ice. Continuous sampling
throughout the flights allows for calculation of along-track parameters such as ice concentration
and melt pond fraction.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Our goal is to classify DMS surface pixels into four categories: undeformed ice, deformed ice,
open water and melt pond (Figure 4). The DMS images are not routinely adjusted for scene
brightness due to varying overhead cloud conditions and sun angle, and are thus not uniformly
lit. Therefore, it is essential that surface type classification criteria are not based on fixed
thresholds. Rather, criteria are applied on a per image basis, and automatically adjust to suit the
specific brightness levels of each image. We utilize the red, green and blue channels of each
DMS image (Cr, Cg, Cb), and the normalized pixel value, Cn, defined in Equation 1:
𝐶𝑛 = (𝐶𝑟 − 𝐶𝑔)/(𝐶𝑟 + 𝐶𝑔)

(1)

We analyze histograms of the pixel distribution in these channels using a bin width of 2
pixel values for the Cr, Cg, and Cb, and 0.02 for Cn, to ensure high resolution and to more easily
visualize the underlying frequency distribution. Modes are defined as a collection of bins
bounded by pixel count minima on either side. The modal values of the histogram modes are
defined as bins with lower pixel count on either side. The difference between pixel count must be
greater than 0.05% of the total number of pixels counted in the histogram so that erroneous
modes are not detected. The maxima (ma) are annotated as follows: Cx_ma_y where x is r (red),
g (green), b (blue), or n (normalized) and y is the mode number, counting from 1, the modal
value with the lowest pixel values, to m, the modal value with the highest pixel values. For
example, the second mode in Cr is labeled Cr_ma_2. Similarly, the minima (mi) are defined as a
bin with higher pixel counts on either side and are labeled Cx_mi_y. We also utilize the half
maximum (hm) and quarter maximum (qm) of the mode on the left (L) or right (R) side of the
mode. The half (quarter) maximum is the bin at which the pixel count is equal to 0.5 (0.25) of the
pixel count in the associated mode. E.g., to denote the half maximum bin value on the left side of
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the second mode in the blue channel, we write Cb_ma_2_hmL. Figure 3 shows an example Cr
histogram with meaningful statistical values labeled.

Figure 3. Example Cr histogram with statistical values labeled. Cr_mi_ denotes minima numbered 1-2. Cr_ma_
denotes modal values numbered 1, 2, and 3, with the highest mode (3) also referred to as Cr_ma_m. The quarter
maximum value on the left of the first mode (Cr_ma_1_qmL) is labeled, as well as the half maximum value on the
right of the highest pixel value mode (Cr_ma_m_hmR).

3.1 Data Quality Control
Prior to preprocessing and classification, we perform a data quality assessment to ensure the
consistency of our analysis for obtaining robust results. Metadata associated with each image
provide image acquisition time, latitude, longitude, pixel size (ps), and aircraft pitch (Ap), and
roll (Ar). At a nominal flight altitude of 460 m, Ap = 0º and Ar = 0º, ps = 0.1 m. We retain only
those images acquired under nominal flight conditions, eliminating any images collected during
aircraft maneuvers. We limit our study to DMS images with ps < 0.25m, and Ar, Ap < ±5 degrees.
These filtering steps ensure that each pixel represents a consistent surface area, simplifying
calculations of the area of each sea ice parameter derived from the classified pixels. In addition,
images containing clouds and land are manually removed from the data set by visual inspection:
Each DMS jpeg is individually inspected and flagged for obstructions that obscure the surface,
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e.g. clouds. We also flag images of land surfaces, since the algorithm is designed for
classification of ocean and sea ice features only. Flagged images are removed from the data set.

Figure 4. A schematic detailing the surface classification algorithm including steps to identify deformed ice,
undeformed ice, open water and melt pond pixels. Corresponding images are noted where applicable. The notation
“|” here is used to mean “such that.” Here, the colored boxes generalize the steps with the equations to describe
specific conditions and thresholds set for each classification step. The green indicates the data quality control step
(Section 3.1), the purple indicates the image preprocessing step (Section 3.2) and the red then blue indicates steps of
the classification algorithm (Section 3.3.1, 3.3.2) The final products are indicated by white boxes with thick black
outlines.
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3.2 Image Preprocessing
The DMS image pixels include the black border pixels, surrounding the surface pixels. The
number of black border pixels is variable between images in the dataset, as it is used to mitigate
the effects of the varying aircraft pitch, roll, and altitude on the resulting shape of the image
projected to the Earth’s surface. As a first preprocessing step, it is necessary to identify and
eliminate border pixels in each geotiff so that we analyze only the surface pixels that are
associated with the sea ice and ocean surface. We identify corner points of the image as the first
pixel from each direction with Cr > 4 (Figure 5a). Pixels outside of the lines connecting these
corner points are identified as border and discarded. Due to the georeferencing of the images,
even after the first step, some border pixels remain within these lines and still require
identification (Figure 5b). We examine a histogram of the remaining pixels (Figure 5c) and
eliminate pixels < Cb_mi_1 (Figure 5d). The remaining pixels are the surface pixels.

Figure 5. Series of figures describing the methodology used to identify DMS border pixels. (a) original image with
the corner points connected. (b) unclassified border pixels after the first step. (c) where these remaining pixels
reside on the blue histogram. (d) rotated image with all border pixels identified and removed.
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3.3 Feature Classification
After filtering and preprocessing the data, surface pixels within each DMS image are classified
as deformed ice, undeformed ice, open water, and ponded ice. Each of the four classes identified
in these images has a unique signature in the three color channels and therefore it is feasible to
classify individual pixels based on the RGB values relative to other pixels in the image.
3.3.1 Sea Ice
Snow-covered sea ice has high RGB values that are similar in all three channels resulting in the
bright neutral-colored white surface. When ice floes collide, the ice is deformed, creating
pressure ridges and breaking into blocks. Here we define deformed ice as any rubbled or ridged
ice. Some faces of the blocks of broken ice are oriented towards the sun resulting in the brightest
surface relative to all other surface pixels.
In the Cr histogram, the ice pixels occupy the highest bins and form a distinct mode,
Cr_ma_m. In some images with significant amounts of deformed sea ice, there are two high
value modes in the red channel histogram (Cr_ma_m and Cr_ma_m-1). If deformed ice is
present, the highest value modes in the red channel are within 10 bins of each other ((Cr_ma_m –
Cr_ma_m-1) <10) and both modes are associated with ice pixels (Figure 6b). In this case,
Threshold B is defined as the first bin to the right of Cr_ma_m that is less than half of the pixel
count in the modal value bin (Cr_ma_m_hmR) (Figure 6b):
𝐵 = 𝐶𝑟_𝑚𝑎_𝑚_ℎ𝑚𝑅

(2)

Threshold C is set as the minimum before the second highest mode (Figure 6b):
𝐶 = 𝐶𝑟_𝑚𝑖_𝑚 − 1

(3)

In the case of no deformed ice, where ((Cr_ma_m – Cr_ma_m-1) >10), Threshold B is set as the
maximum pixel value in the red channel and Threshold C is defined as:
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𝐵 = max (𝐶𝑟)

(4)

𝐶 = 𝐶𝑟_𝑚𝑖_𝑚

(5)

After setting the threshold depending on the presence of deformed ice, we classify ice pixels (ICE):

𝑰𝑪𝑬 𝒂𝒓𝒆 𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒅 𝒂𝒔: 𝑪𝒓 ≥ 𝑪
𝑫𝒆𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒎𝒆𝒅 𝒑𝒊𝒙𝒆𝒍𝒔 𝒂𝒓𝒆 𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒅 𝒂𝒔: 𝑪𝒓 ≥ 𝑩
𝑼𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒎𝒆𝒅 𝒊𝒄𝒆 𝒑𝒊𝒙𝒆𝒍𝒔 𝒂𝒓𝒆 𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒅 𝒂𝒔: 𝑪 ≤ 𝑪𝒓 < 𝑩
In these steps some melt pond pixels are misclassified as ice (Figure 6c, 6d). These
misclassified pixels are located in the lightest melt ponds, i.e., shallow ponds with thick ice draft
below. To separate the melt pond pixels from the ice pixels, we introduce another requirement to
refine the ice mask. Melt ponds have high green and blue channel values compared to the red
channel values. We look at the histogram of normalized pixel value (Cn). Melt pond pixels have
lower normalized values than ice pixels. If there is only one mode, Threshold D is set as the
mode minus two times the distance from the mode to the half max on the left:
𝐷 = 𝐶𝑛_𝑚𝑎_1 − (2 × (𝐶𝑛_𝑚𝑎_1 − 𝐶𝑛_𝑚𝑎_1_ℎ𝑚𝐿 ))

(6)

Similarly, if there is more than one mode (Figure 6e), we identify the mode that has the
highest pixel count (i.e. the location of the maximum Cn bin):
𝐶𝑛_𝑚𝑎_𝑦 = ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒

(7)

Where y is 1, 2, 3…, m-1, m in the Cn histogram. In this case, Threshold D is set as the
highest pixel value minimum with a lower pixel value than the identified mode (Figure 6c):
𝐷 = 𝐶𝑛_𝑚𝑖_𝑦 − 1

(8)

All pixels with a normalized value less than Threshold D are classified as light melt
ponds (MPL) and removed from the ice mask (Figure 6d).
𝑴𝑷𝑳 𝒂𝒓𝒆 𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒅 𝒂𝒔 (𝑪𝒏 < 𝑫) & (𝑪𝒓 ≥ 𝑪)
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Figure 6. Series of figures describing the methodology used to identify DMS ice pixels. (a) the image with no border
(after preprocessing). (b) the red histogram (Cr) of the remaining pixels. Here thresholds are identified to separate
the deformed ice and undeformed ice. (c) undeformed ice pixels are red, deformed ice pixels are pink. (d) classified
ice pixels shown in natural color, not classified as ice pixels shown in orange. This is a demonstration of the
misclassification of light melt pond pixels as ice pixels. (e) histogram of the normalized pixel value remaining after
border preprocessing (Cn). Pixels less than Threshold D are colored in pink. (f) pixels not classified as ice in first
step in orange, additional pixels removed from the ice mask in pink, pixels classified as ice as natural color.

3.3.2 Water
The two water classes, melt pond (MP) and open water (OW), are in some cases difficult to
distinguish and define. Here, we define melt ponds as ponded freshwater on the sea ice surface.
As soon as the ponded water melts through the ice and exposes the open ocean, it is considered
open water since those have the same pixel values as open water in all channels. Open water has
the lowest value in all channels in these images. Open water is found in the leads between ice
floes, in melt ponds that have completely melted through the ice, and beyond the ice edge.
Melt ponds range from a light blue to dark blue. The color of the pond depends on the
depth of the pond and the properties of the underlying ice (Eicken et al. 2004). Lighter ponds
tend to have thick ice below and as the depth increases, the color darkens. Due to the
requirement of thick ice below, the lightest melt ponds are more common on thick, multiyear ice
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than thinner, first-year ice. Melt ponds have high values of Cb and Cg, relative to Cr. The
magnitude of these values ranges significantly depending on how light or dark the pond is.
For detecting open water, we use the blue channel, Cb (Figure 7a). If present, open water
pixels occupy the lowest value pixels in the blue channel (Cb_ma_1) and form a distinct narrow
mode. If the quarter maximum to the left of the lowest value mode (Cb_ma_1_qmL) is fewer
than 6 bins from the lowest value mode, there is open water in the image. In some cases, the
open water pixels can occupy two closely-spaced, low-value pixel modes. For all the modes
within 8 bins of Cb_ma_1, we define Threshold E as the first minimum with a higher bin value
than the highest pixel value mode of these modes (Figure 7a), i.e.,
𝐶𝑏_𝑚𝑎_𝑧 = max (𝐶𝑏_𝑚𝑎_𝑥 | ( 𝐶𝑏_𝑚𝑎_𝑥 < (𝐶𝑏_𝑚𝑎_1 − 8)))
𝐸 = 𝐶𝑏_𝑚𝑖_𝑧

(9)
(10)

Where x, z are 1, 2, 3, …, m-1, m in the Cb histogram. The distance of 8 bins between the modes
and the first mode, was determined empirically and ensures that the mode selected is a low Cb
value. If there is no open water, we define Threshold E = 0 and open water is classified as all the
unclassified pixels with blue channel values less than Threshold E (Figure 7a):
𝑶𝒑𝒆𝒏 𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓 𝒑𝒊𝒙𝒆𝒍𝒔 𝒂𝒓𝒆 𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒅 𝒂𝒔 𝑪𝒃 ≤ 𝑬
After the ice and open water pixels have been identified; the remaining pixels are identified as
melt ponds (Figure 7b).

3.4 Calculating Sea Ice Parameters
After the classification of sea ice surface type for each individual surface pixel, we derive
meaningful statistics from these results. A number of different sea ice parameters may be
calculated by taking the ratio of classified surface pixels. The parameters are calculated on a per
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image basis and thus, the resolution of the parameters is the total surface area coverage of a DMS
image (~400 m x ~575 m, ~0.23 km2).

Figure 7. Methodology used to identify open water pixels. (a) histogram of Cb pixels remaining after ice pixels have
been classified. Threshold E separates the blue open water pixels and yellow melt pond pixels. (b) open water pixels
in blue, melt pond pixels in yellow, ice pixels in natural color.

3.4.1 Sea Ice Concentration
After WMO (1970), sea ice concentration (SIC) is defined as “the amount of the sea surface
covered by ice as a fraction of the whole area being considered.” Here, we calculate the
percentage and define sea ice concentration as:
𝑆𝐼𝐶 = (𝑀𝑃 + 𝐼𝐶𝐸)/(𝑀𝑃 + 𝐼𝐶𝐸 + 𝑂𝑊) × 100

(11)

3.4.2 Melt Pond Fraction
Melt pond fraction, MPF, is ponded area over the sea ice area (Webster et al. 2015). Here, we
define the melt pond fraction as the areal fraction of melt pond pixels on sea ice:
𝑀𝑃𝐹 = (𝑀𝑃)/(𝑀𝑃 + 𝐼𝐶𝐸)

(12)
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Chapter 4: Results
In this study we apply the data quality control methods described in Chapter 3.1 to all 46,168
available DMS images collected on the eleven OIB summer Arctic campaigns (Chapter 4.1). To
test the capability of the classification algorithm described in Chapters 3.2 and 3.3, we apply the
processing steps to data collected during the flight on 24 July, 2017. A total of 3,176 images
were processed and their pixels classified as undeformed ice, deformed ice, open water and
ponded ice. Following steps outlined in Figure 4, we use results derived from data obtained
during this flight as a case study and analyze the successes and limitations of the classification of
the DMS image pixels.

4.1 Data Quality Control
DMS images from the eleven OIB Arctic sea ice flights were assessed for data quality control
(Figure 8). Figures 8a and 8b show the location of the filtered and remaining images for the 2016
and 2017 flights, respectively. It is common for clouds to obscure long sections of flight,
eliminating many consecutive images from analysis. Maneuvers used align the aircraft for flight
along pre-defined survey lines can result in significant roll and thus images acquired during these
maneuvers must be discarded. The aircraft flies at a higher altitude over the land (as seen in
Figure 8b over Ellesmere Island, Canada) during transit from the base location to the survey line
so as to maximize flight time at the survey line. Figure 8c shows the results of filtering the DMS
image dataset.
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Figure 8. Maps of summer flights color-coded to indicate the reason for removal and statistics associated with
discarded and remaining images for (a) 2016 flights and (b) 2017 flights. (c) Bar graph showing the number of
images remaining and discarded for each flight.

From the 11 flights, 23.1% of the data were removed due to non-nominal aircraft attitude (Ar:
9.0%, Ap: 4.9%, ps: 9.2%). A total of 37% of the data were filtered due to clouds obscuring the
surface. Less than 1% of images were eliminated due to land. But we note that many of the
images containing land were filtered first by the ps constraint as the aircraft flies at a higher
altitude over land resulting in large pixels outside of the acceptable range. From this quality
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control step, it is apparent that the 24 July, 2017 flight has the most images remaining in the data
set. The flight conditions were excellent, and no data were lost due to clouds (Crittenden 2017).
Aircraft maneuvers eliminated 40.9% of the data (Ar: 12.4%, Ap: 18.4%, ps: 9.7%). The objective
for this survey was to sample the ice in the eastern portion of the aircraft range limit in the
Lincoln Sea (Crittenden 2017). We process this one flight to test the success of the algorithm and
conduct an in-depth analysis of the classification algorithm results.
In the case of the flight on 24 July, 2017, 3,176 remained after the data quality control
step. These were processed using the classification algorithm. Upon inspection of the results, the
algorithm failed for 203 images (6.4%). Section 4.5 includes a discussion of why the algorithm
was unsuccessful for these images, how the disability to process these images may affect results,
and proposed steps to adjust the algorithm in the future.

4.2 Surface Area
Surface area classification was determined for 2,973 images covering approximately 680 km2.
Figure 9 shows the results of the classification algorithm for each image. Gaps in the chart are
due to the quality control step. In these areas, the images were removed from the dataset due to
aircraft pitch/roll (Ap, Ar), image pixel size (ps), or the presence of land. Images 0-300 were
eliminated either due to too large of a pixel size, or aircraft pitch, because at this time, the
aircraft was flying at a high altitude and approaching the survey line. The large gap between
images 2500 and 2600 was due to roll as the aircraft maneuvered to align for another flight leg.
There is considerable variability of area coverage throughout the flight. There is a lower
percentage of open water pixels towards the beginning of the flight, which was over the areas of
greatest sea ice convergence north of Greenland. Towards the end of the flight (images 4700+),
there are images with a larger percentage of pixels classified as open water. These are images
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acquired over the Nares Strait, the channel between Ellesmere Island, Canada, and Greenland,
known to be a channel of ice export out of the Arctic (Kwok 2005). Due to ice motion, it is
expected that this area has more divergence than the consolidated pack and contains regions of
open water. Our results reveal many images with a higher percentage of open water in this
region, which is consistent with the known regional ice dynamics.

Figure 9. Area percentage of undeformed ice (red), deformed ice (pink), melt ponds (yellow) and open water (blue)
along the survey on 24 July, 2017 in the Lincoln Sea. The image number increases with flight time; total flight time
was 3.9 hours.
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4.3 Sea Ice Concentration
From the surface area percentages, we are able to determine SIC. Figure 10 shows the SIC for
the data acquired from the survey on 24 July, 2017.

Figure 10. Histogram of ice concentration percent calculated per image along the survey line flown on 24 July,
2017 over the Lincoln Sea. The bin width is bin width is 2%. The ice concentration resolution is ~400 m x ~575 m
(0.23 km2).

The median sea ice concentration was 92.7%. The mean was 90.2% with a standard deviation of
11.1%. The ice concentration values range from 2% to 100%. In contrast to the Nares Strait, the
Lincoln Sea north of Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago is an area of known ice
convergence (Kwok 2015), due to coastal boundaries that restrict ice motion. When ice floes
collide, they deform and thicken. Thick ice is more likely to survive the summer melt season, so
we expect to see higher values of ice concentration along this flight path in the consolidated ice
zone (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Map of sea ice concentration values per image along the flight line. (a) example of a DMS image with
relatively low sea ice concentration compared with (b0 an image showing high sea ice concentration. (c) the
calculated sea ice concentration along the survey line. The green star indicates the start of the flight, and the red
square indicates the end of the survey on 24 July, 2017.

Ice concentration is high throughout the survey, especially in the area closest to the
Greenland coast. The high resolution of the DMS images allows for areas with open water to be
resolved. For example, Figure 11a shows the algorithm effectively classifying an image with sea
ice concentration of 65 %, a low value for this area. Figure 11b shows 100 % sea ice
concentration with many light melt ponds. The color bar used for Figure 11b finely discretizes
the values from 80-100% in order to distinguish between values, as most ice concentration
values along this survey line are in this range.
Figure 12 shows visible satellite imagery and the ice concentration product for
comparison with results from this study. In Figure 12a, the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) true color corrected reflectance shows the natural color imagery of
the study area on 24 July, 2017. Figure 12b shows 12.5 km resolution Sea Ice Concentration
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derived from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) for 24 July, 2017
(Meier et al. 2018). Both images show very high ice concentration. The sea ice concentration
values throughout most of Figure 12b are light pink and white indicating an ice concentration
greater than 90%. The exception is to the east of Alert, Nunavut, Canada, where there is lower
sea ice concentration. Figure 12a validates the satellite-derived ice concentration, showing large
areas of open water in this region. This is also consistent with the lower ice concentration values
found in this study at this location after applying our classification algorithm to the DMS images
(Figure 11c).

Figure 12. Comparison of visible imagery and ice concentration in the study area on 24 July, 2017.(a) MODIS
corrected reflection natural color imagery with 1-day temporal resolution and 250 m spatial resolution. (b) The
12.5 km AMSR2 sea ice concentration daily composite.

It is important to note that the AMSR2 Sea Ice Concentration data are at 12.5 km x 12.5
km resolution, more than 600 times lower resolution than the ice concentration parameter
derived from the DMS surface classification (recall DMS images are approximately 400 m x 575
m). Therefore, the lower-resolution satellite-derived ice concentration product cannot distinguish
small areas of open water and variability, while the DMS derived product can resolve such
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features. We find a wider range of ice concentration values (2 %-100 %) because the higher
resolution allows for larger percentages of open water per image.

4.4 Melt Pond Fraction
In addition to sea ice concentration, we calculate melt pond fraction along the survey line (Figure
13).

Figure 13. Histogram of melt pond fraction calculated per image along the survey line flown on 24 July, 2017 over
the Lincoln Sea. The bin width is 0.02. The resolution is ~400 m x ~575 m (0.23 km2).

The mean melt pond fraction is 0.19 with a standard deviation of 0.07. The median melt pond
fraction is 0.19. The closeness of the median and mean fraction suggest it is an approximately
normal distribution. The right tail indicates that there are some images with high melt pond
fraction (up to 0.56) (Figure 14b). The melt pond fraction on multiyear ice compares favorably
with previous studies (Webster et al. 2015, Perovich et al. 2002b). Webster et al. (2015) found a
maximum average pond fraction of 0.38 on 23 July, 2011 in their study area on multiyear ice in
the Beaufort Sea. Our findings show a lower melt pond fraction and we hypothesize that this is
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because the ice in our study area north of Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago is the thickest
and most deformed sea ice in the Arctic, which restricts the lateral spread of melt ponds,
resulting in a lower areal coverage. Figure 14 shows melt pond fraction and examples of images
with high and low melt pond fractions.

Figure 14. Map of melt pond fraction per image along the 24 July, 2017 flight line. (a) example of an image with
relatively low melt pond fraction (17%). (b) example of image with high melt pond fraction due to several large light
melt ponds in the image area. (c) shows the calculated melt pond fraction along the survey line. The green star
indicates the start of the flight, and the red square indicates the end of the survey.

The highest variability of MPF is at the beginning of the survey line, north of Greenland. Melt
ponds can occupy a large fraction of the image as seen in Figure 14b. Here the large pond in the
upper left of the image is not able to drain through the thick multiyear ice and lateral spreading
occurred across the relatively undeformed surface until a ridge was encountered.

4.5 Errors and Assumptions
In this section, we consider error and biases introduced during the data quality control step and
the classification algorithm. We discuss the issues discovered in some images when visually
inspecting the classification of images with unphysical or unrealistic results. We also discuss the
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common pixel misclassifications, consider potential limitations associated with the current
version of the surface classification algorithm, and identify potential mechanisms for
improvement. We comment on the tradeoff between algorithm accuracy and processing time
tradeoffs. Some errors may require complicated steps to fix, while others require small algorithm
adjustments that do not significantly increase the processing time.
4.5.1 Data Quality Control Errors and Biases
The filtering of data may introduce some statistical biases to the processed dataset. In some
cases, the aircraft maneuvers (altering pitch and roll from the nominal settings) to avoid clouds.
The images captured during this time may be discarded due to pitch and roll limitations or cloud
obstruction. Clouds and sea smoke may preferentially form over areas over open water with a
lower ice centration, due to abundance of available moisture. Therefore, discarding data with
clouds may bias the dataset towards a conclusion of anomalously high sea ice concentration that
does not capture the full reality of the amount of open water.
4.5.2 Algorithm Failures
During the image preprocessing and surface feature classification steps, we flagged all
results that suggested the algorithm did not perform as intended. There are ~23 million surface
pixels per image, with low variation (standard deviation ~30,000 pixels). We flagged images
with fewer than 22.75 million surface pixels classified images with greater than 23.25 million
pixels classified as surface. Upon inspecting these images, we found a number of images that
contained open water were identified as border pixels rather than open water, resulting in too few
surface pixels. This failure can be traced to the second step of the border finding methodology
(Figure 5c). In this step the pixels less than Cb_mi_1 are classified as border pixels. If the open
water pixels and border pixels occupy one mode (Cb_ma_1), when the mode is classified as
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border pixels, the open water pixels in that mode are also classified as border pixels. A solution
to this misclassification would be to identify the width or pixel count of Cb_ma_1 and use these
parameters to determine if the mode contains open water pixels. If the mode does contain open
water pixels, we can use only the first step of the border classification step to identify border
pixels.
Melt pond fraction was also an indicator of algorithm failure. Melt ponds pixels are
defined as all unclassified pixels after the open water classification, so we used the melt pond
fraction parameter to identify images where pixels were not appropriately classified by the
algorithm. Previous studies have found maximum melt pond fractions on multiyear ice up to
~40% (Perovich et al. 2002a). We flagged images with melt pond fraction greater than 40% and
visually inspected them to determine if these image classifications were accurate. In some
images, a large section is classified as melt pond. This is due to overhead clouds that cast
shadows on the surface and result in an image not being uniformly lit. This results in the
shadowed part of the ice or the not-shadowed part of the open water to be classified as melt pond
pixels. To resolve this issue, we can be more stringent with the manual filtering of images and to
not only remove images with clouds obscuring the surface, but with overhead clouds casting
shadows on parts of the image. The images that are fully in cloud shadows did not have this
issue. Also, in some images, all of the surface pixels were classified as melt ponds. This is due to
an error in the ice classification step that does not account for only one Cr mode. This step will
be adjusted to account for this issue prior to running the algorithm on other flights.
In all, the algorithm failed on 203 images out of the 3,176, resulting in 2,973 (93.6%) of
the quality images successfully analyzed. We have identified these failures and plan to modify
the algorithm prior to processing the rest of the dataset.
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4.5.3 Algorithm Misclassifications
The blurred RGB spaces of certain features results in misclassification of pixels. Arctic
landscapes exhibit blue hues, with some features blended in the RGB space. Ice submerged in
water generally has a light blue color. The only category related to submerged ice is the melt
pond category, resulting in many types of submerged ice being misclassified as melt ponds. False
positive melt pond misclassifications include brash ice draft between ice floes and ice floe edges.
Submerged ice pixels, whether melt pond or ice edge draft, have the same RGB values and
therefore we are not able to adjust this pixel-based, RGB-sensitive, algorithm to distinguish
between these features.
Ridge shadows on ice have a similar color intensity as melt ponds. They do exhibit a
higher red value relative to the green and blue values compared to melt ponds and thus are
separated from light melt ponds pixels in the algorithm (Figure 6e). However, some ridge
shadows are classified as melt ponds. Due to ridge shadow adjacency to the bright deformed ice
pressure ridges, we considered developing a shadow identification technique as previous studies
have proven to be useful for various reasons (Webster et al. 2015, Duncan et al. 2018). However,
snow blowing across a deformed ice floe will settle when it encounters an obstacle such as a
pressure ridge. Therefore, melt pond formation adjacent to pressure ridges is common.
Brightening dark surfaces next to pressure ridges could result in misclassifying melt pond pixels
as ice pixels. The results show that on average, heavily deformed ice makes up less than 1% of
the image surface, whereas melt pond pixels make up 13% of the surface on average. This
information, in conjunction with manual inspection of DMS imagery, led us to conclude that
ridge shadow misclassification is less significant and less common than the potential melt pond
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misclassification as sea ice. Without a shadow brightening technique implemented, we must note
that there are some ridge shadows misclassified as melt ponds.
In addition to the misclassification occurring in the middle of the spectrum, at the high end of
the intensity spectrum, sun glints in water are classified as ice. In areas with open water, the wind
driven wave action results in a surface disturbance. When sunlight reflects off this disturbance, it
can result in a specular reflection into the camera lens which saturates the pixel RGB values. In
our current algorithm, white pixels resulting from sun glint are misclassified as ice. To mitigate
this issue, we could identify small areas of ice pixels (e.g., 10 or fewer contiguous pixels
classified as ice) that are surrounded by open water and reclassify these areas as open water.
Wave action, and thus the occurrence of sun glints, is most prevalent in areas with a large fetch
of open water, so it may only be necessary to account for sun glints on images with a high open
water fraction.
Grouping of pixels into objects and considering geometric thresholding may improve the
accuracy of classification and resolve some of the aforementioned misclassification errors.
However, these methods would likely significantly increase computational time and could result
in additional, unforeseen errors.
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Chapter 5: Summary and Conclusions
We have demonstrated the ability to effectively classify summer sea ice features in DMS
imagery. We described a new algorithm to classify sea ice features into undeformed sea ice,
deformed sea ice, melt ponds and open water categories. In addition, we derive meaningful sea
ice parameters from the statistics of the classified surface features including SIC and MPF. The
sea ice concentration values compare favorably with established products, although demonstrate
the limitations of low-resolution, satellite-derived products. The mean sea ice concentration was
90.2 % with a standard deviation of 11.1 %. The melt pond fractions derived in this study are
comparable to known values. On average, the melt pond fraction was 19.3 % with a standard
deviation of 6.5 %. This study acts as a proof of concept and demonstrates the feasibility of
classifying sea ice features.
These preliminary results justify further analysis of the remaining Arctic sea ice summer
IceBridge flights. Next steps include processing the data acquired during the remaining five
flights from 2016 and five flights from 2017. This will allow us to examine the differences in
melt pond parameters across first year and multiyear ice more thoroughly and draw conclusions
about Arctic wide melt pond coverage. We will also analyze melt pond areal details such as melt
pond size and distribution. Melt pond appearance, size, and distribution are dependent on the
thickness and surface topography of the ice (Eicken et al. 2004), and well as the snow
distribution (Polashenski et al. 2012). With the coincident measurements of surface topography
by the Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) (Studinger 2013), we can evaluate the relationship
between topography and melt pond distribution. We can investigate the relationship between
thickness, melt pond color, and snow depth at the end of winter (Newman et al. 2014; Blanchard-
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Wrigglesworth et al. 2018) to evaluate relationships between end of winter sea ice properties and
the summer distribution and melt pond location and size.
Our classification methodology may be applied to other high-resolution natural color
imagery. With the possibility of analyzing datasets that span multiple years and various regions,
there is potential for drawing conclusions about melt pond fraction variability and trends. Such a
product would enhance our understanding of melt ponds coverage across the Arctic and provide
information to the sea ice modeling community that may better inform sea ice forecasting efforts.
We will derive an ice concentration product that may be used to validate the lower resolution
satellite-derived products. All data products created in future work will be publicly available for
use in the sea ice community.
Efforts to understand the melt season and improve modeling accuracy are especially
important in the context of the changing Arctic. With a transition from multiyear ice to
predominantly first year ice, we expect to see changes in melt pond areal coverage and
characteristics. Understanding relationships between ice type, surface topography, snow, and
melt pond coverage can allow us to better predict future melt pond conditions and forecast
summer sea ice extent.
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